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The main goal of this paper is to study the asymptotic behaviour of nonnegative 
solutions of the general porous medium equation in the slow diffusion case as well 
as in the limit case when diffusion loses its slow character. We show that these solu- 
tions approach the unique solution of the associated steady state problem when t 
goes to infinity. r2 1991 Academic Presr. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the problem: 
u, = A#” in Q=Qx(O, co), p> l,m>O, 
urn=0 on dQx(0, cc), (1) 
UC6 0) = uo(x) in Q; 
with USE C’(a), u,> ($0) in R, u,=O on 132, where B is a bounded 
arcwise connected open set of RN whose boundary aQ is C’ and A, 
denotes the p-laplacian operator, that is 
A,=di,(,V~,~-2V”,)=,i,~(iV~,p-2~,(~)). 
, 
Note that the equation is doubly nonlinear when m # 1 and p # 2. 
Problems similar to (I) arise in many different contexts as, for instance, 
in the study of water infiltration through porous media in turbulent regime 
(see [ 11). More recently, in [7] problem (I) (with different boundary 
conditions) has been introduced to model the last step in the discharge of 
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long pipelines. In this last work the parameters HZ and p are such that 
m(p - 1) < 1 and the asymptotic behaviour as t --, r/- is carried out. 
It is well known that Problem (I) is not solvable in the classical sense 
and it is necessary to introduce a suitable class of weak (or generalized ) 
solutions. The definition of this kind of solutions, together with some 
existence, regularity and comparison theorems has been given in recent 
years by many authors; see for instance, [ 13, 2, 5). 
In the first part of this paper we shall assume the “slow diffusion 
hypothesis” 
m(P- I)> 1, (1) 
and we shall first show the existence of a suitable time T such that 
P(X, t) 3 c d(x), Vx E L?, Vt 2 T, (2) 
(here d is the distance function from x to 80). Later we shall obtain the 
estimate 
ll(l+t)‘U(.,t)-u~jlL.~~C(l+f)~l, Vt>O, (3) 
where 
‘r’= l/[(p- l)m- 11, (4) 
and urn is the unique solution of the problem 
- A,w = ywllm, wbO(f0) in Q, 
o=o on asz (11) 
(for the existence and the uniqueness of (II) see [8]). 
The estimate (3) is sharp and was first obtained for the case p = 2 in [3], 
In the second part of this paper we shall consider the limit case 
m(p-l)=l. 
After proving the property (2) we obtain the estimate 
(5) 
Ile~“U(.,t)-u,llLI~C, Vt 2 0, (6) 
where Ai is the first eigenvalue of the p-laplacian operator and u, is an 
eigenfunction corresponding to A,. The convergence in L*(Q) of e”l’u( ., t), 
as t + co, can also be proved (see Remark 4). 
In our study we shall follow some ideas introduced in [3]. Our main 
idea is to compare the corresponding solution with suitable radially sym- 
metric sub and supersolutions of “product type” (see 7) or of “Barenblatt 
type” (see 14). 
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2. THE SLOW DIFFUSION CASE 
As we have pointed out, the estimate (3) will be a consequence of 
bounds on the solution of (I) between two product type solutions. 
Therefore, we start by considering the function 
u,.(x, t) = g(t) u(x). (7) 
This function is a solution of the generalized porous medium equation if 
g’(t) v(x)= gm(p-l)(t) d,u”(x) in sZx(0, co), 
and so, 
g’(t)/gm(P- ‘) (t) = d,u”(x)/u(x) = p # 0. 
In order to show (3), we shall require the condition 
%(X, 1) -+ 0 as t+co, 
and thus we shall take p < 0. As we shall remark later, it is enough to take 
only the case p = -y (where y is given by (4)). Therefore g(t) will be taken 
as a solution of 
g’(t) = -yg”‘P- Q(t), 
and P(x) as a solution of problem (II) (where we shall add the Dirichlet 
condition on %2 which comes from problem (I)). 
A simple consequence of these considerations is the following 
characterization: 
LEMMA 1. Let 
u,(x, t) = (T + t)-’ u(x), (8) 
with P(x) the solution of problem (II). Then u,(x, t) is the solution of 
problem (I) with the initial data 
24,(x, 0) = z -‘u(x) in Q. 
We also need a technical lemma: 
LEMMA 2 (Serrin). Let 52 satisfy the conditions of problem (I), then 
there is a constant o E R+ such that for every x E Q,, with 52, = {x E Q : 0 < 
d(x) CS}, there is a unique b(x) E 22 which satisfies 
d(x) = Ix - b(x)l. 
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Moreooer, d(x)E C’(l2,) und if’ M,: ?(a- 52,) -9 c’Q is the mupping giwn hk. 
x + b(x), M, is a homeomorphism ,fiw cdl r E [0, a). 
Now, we are ready to prove a first upper bound for the solution: 
THEOREM 1. Let u he the solution oj’ problem (I), then there esists (I 
constant z, > 0, which only depends on the data, such that 
u(x, t) 6 (7, + t) i’ u(x) in 0. (9) 
Proof. Let us look at the function u,(x, t) given by (8). In view of the 
Comparison Principle and Lemma 1 it is easy to see that in order to prove 
(9) it suffices to show 
3r, >O such that (z,));‘u(x)~u~(x) in 6. (10) 
We shall prove (10) by contradiction: assume that there exists a sequence 
(x,) c Q such that 0 < v(x,,) < (l/n) uO(x,) or, equivalently, 0 < tF(x,) < 
( l/n)m u~(x,,). Then 
lim (~mbn)Y(43x,J) = 0. (11) 
II - cc 
By the compactness of 0, we may assume that x, converges to x,, E 0 as 
n + co. Since ur and urn are continuous functions in 0 we also obtain 
0 d um(xO) d lim (l/n)” u;(xO). 
n-x 
So, from the behaviour of u in 0, we obtain that x0 E 852. Therefore, if n is 
large enough it follows that d(x,) < 0, and using Lemma 2 there exists a 
unique b(x,) E XJ such that d(x,) = Ix,, - b(x,)(. Now define the function 
y,: [0, d(x,)] + RN as 
Y,(S) = xn -S”,*, “* = “(HX,)), Vna 1, 
(where v(x) is the inward normal vector to XJ at the point x E &2). By the 
Mean Value Theorem, there exists 8, and gne [0, d(x,)] such that 
um(xn) = V~“Yvn(~,)) .v, 4x,) 
G’kJ WYY,(P,))~ v, 4x,)’ 
If Vu;(xO). “(x0) # 0, we conclude that 
u”(x,) V~“(X,)~ “(X0) 
,“f”, u;;to = Vu;;(x,) . “(X0) #02 
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(remember that Vu”(x,) . v(xO) >O because urn is the solution of 
problem (I). Moreover, if Vuf(x,) v(xO) = 0, we obtain 
In any case, we always obtain a contradiction with the equality (11) and 
so we conclude (10). 1 
In order to prove the estimate (3) we shall first obtain a lower bound to 
the solution. Assume for the moment that there exists a r,>O such that 
(z~))~ u(x) d uO(x) on n. Then by the Comparison Principle we conclude 
u(x, t) b (z2 + t))’ u(x). Nevertheless, in general, such a z2 does not exist, 
because u0 can have compact support and we know that u is positive. 
However, it is not difficult to see that it is enough to make the hypothesis 
there exist a T>O and a z2 >O such that (T~))~ v(x) < 
u(x, T) in !2, (12) 
to obtain the conclusion. 
As a first step, we shall prove the positivity of the solution for large 
times. 
THEOREM 2. Let u denote the solution of problem (I), then there is a 
T* 3 0, which depends only on the data, such that 
u(x, t) > 0 in Q x [T*, co). (13) 
The proof of this theorem is obtained by proving the positivity in a ball 
and then by extending it afterwards to all of G?. The positivity in a ball will 
be shown by comparing the solution of problem (I) with a class of 
similarity solutions of U, = A,,u”‘: the class of Barenblatt solutions (see 
C41). 
Remark 1. The so-called Barenblatt functions have the form 
u(x, t) = 21(x, t; a, 7) 
=c(t+z)-” {[aY-~x~Y(t+~)~YB]+)Y~P~” (14) 
with y=p/(p-1), ~=((rnp)~~‘y~~*(N+py))-~, a=Nj3=Ny/(N+py) 
and a, z arbitrary positive numbers. These functions are weak solutions of 
problem I in QT= Sz x (0, T] (where T is such that Supp v( ., t; a, z) c 
a, Vt < T) with initial data u(x, 0; a, r). Moreover, it is easy to see that 
Suppu(., t;a,t)=B(O;a(t+z)B), 
where &O; a(t + z)~) = {x E RN: 1x1 d a(t + z)~}. 
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To go from positivity in a ball to the whole 52. it is necessary to know 
beforehand how to do it from a ball to another neighbouring ball. 
LEMMA 3. Let u he the solution of problem (I). Assume thut there r\-ist 
0 > 0 und y0 E Q such that 
u(x,8)~c(x-y”,o;u,T), VXEQ, 
where 6 = ar B 6 d( y,)/2. Then, for arz~~ a, E (0, a/2] und x, such that 
Ix, - 4’01 =a,zp, anddefining T,=T(a/(a-a,))‘!B and t,=T,-T, we obtain 
U(X, t,+@>v(x-x,,O;u-a,,z,), VXEQ. 
In particular, t, can be any positive number that satkfies 
t, < (2”‘- 1)T. 
Proof. The main idea is to compare the solution of (I) with the 
Barenblatt functions. It will be useful to begin by relating, in the initial 
state, the Barenblatt functions with different parameters. So, the first step 
of the proof is to show 
v(x-x,,O;a-a,,T)bv(x-y,,O;a,T), VXEQ. (15) 
Since [x-y,/ <lx-x,1+1x,-y,l <(a-a,)TIr+a,TB=aTB=6 ifxEB(x,; 
(a - a,)T8), we obtain 
Suppv(x-x,,O;a-a,,z)=B(x,,(a-a,)T8)cB(y,,6) 
= Supp v(x - y,, 0; a, T) (16) 
In the set Supp u(x - x,, 0; a-a,, r) the inequality (15) is equivalent to 
IX-y#-~x-x,(%(u~-(a-a,)qT~~. (17) 
Let r= Ix-xx,l/TB, since Ix-y,ldIx-x,1+1x,-y,l=(r+a,)T8 we 
obtain Ix- yOlq- Ix-x,ly< ((r+a,)Y--rq) tBy. From this inequality and 
noting that O<r<a-a, (since we only consider points of the set 
Supp $x-x,, 0; a- a,, T)) and that the function 4, defined by 
d(r) = (r + a,)” - ry, rc CO, a), 
is increasing we conclude (17). Using the hypothesis and (15) we obtain 
u(x, 0) z v(x - x,, 0; a - a, ) T), VXER. 
The Comparison Principle allows us to conclude 
24(x, 8 + t) 2 v(x -x,, t; a - a,, T), VXEQ and Vt>O 
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such that 
(18) 
On the other hand, we know that 
Suppv(x-x,,t;a-a,,T)=B(x,;(a-a,)(t+r)8) 
and from our hypothesis about t, 
t, < (d(x,)/(u - a,))“” - T. 
So the inequality (18) holds at time t,, which allows us to conclude 
U(X,e+t,)>u(X-xXlr tl;u-ua,,T)=o(x-xx,,O;u-ua,,T,), VXEQ. 1 
In the proof of Theorem 2 we will use that the set Supp u( ., t) is 
nondecreasing in t, a property that we are going to obtain now. 
LEMMA 4. For any solution u of the doubly nonlinear porous medium 
equation we obtain 
if (x,, to) ~52 x [0, co) is such that u(x,, to) > 0 then 
u(xo, t, + t) > 0, vt > 0. (19) 
Proof: First we use the semiconvexity of U, i.e., the time derivative 
bound 
for a suitable constant k, (see [5]). We introduce the change of variable 
u(x, t) = t%(x, t). Then we have u, 2 0. Hence, if u(x,, to) > 0 and t, # 0 
then u(x,, to) >O, and so, u(x,, t,+ t)>O, Vt>O. If tO=O, by continuity 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that u(x,, t,) > 0, Vt, E (0,6). So the conclusion 
follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2. As u0 # 0, there exists x0 E Q with u,(x,) = p > 0. 
In view of the continuity of u0 we can find a 6 E (0, d(x,)) such that Q(X) > 
p/2 if .X E B(xO; a/2). Let r < min(6, a) (where ~7 is given by Lemma 2), and 
the domain 
C,=i=LQ,= { x~f2 :d(x)>r}. 
Since C, c UXEZ, B(x; r/2)c Q and C, is compact, the Heine-Borel- 
Lebesgue theorem guarantees the existence of xi, x2, . . . . x, E Z, such that 
s 
C,c u B,cQ, where B, = B(x,; r/2). 
j= I 
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Clearly, it is also true that 
1,~ (j B,cQ. where B,, = B(.u,,; r/2). 
, ~ 0 
Now, we use Lemma 3 to extend positivity from B,, to a B,. with 
k = 1, 2, . . . . s. Fix k E { 1, 2, . . . . s}; since Q is arcwise connected so is C,, and 
therefore there exists a polygonal path I, from x,, to xk, where the segments 
of Ik join the points x,. The polygonal I, has at most s segments and each 
segment has length at most s. 
Moreover, for all z E I, we know that B(z; r/2) c Q. Let us choose u and 
r such that 
and 
supp u(x - x(), 0; a, r) = B(x,; arq = B, 
max u(x - x0, 0; a, c) = cr ‘spy = p/2, 
(note that a and r only depend on the data of the problem); since u0 > p/2 
in B, we obtain 
u&) 3 u(x - xg, 0; a, T) in Q. 
Then, we can use Lemma 3 inductively to extend the positivity of u,, in B, 
along the successive segments of I, to a B,. Specifically, we obtain that 
there exist positive numbers uk, Tk, and zk (depending only on the data of 
the problem) such that 
U(x, Tk)>u(x-xk, @a,, Tk) in Q, 
with akTt = r/2. 
Therefore, there exist Tk 3 0 with u(x, Tk) > 0 in B,, for all k E { 1, . . . . s}. 
Let T’ = max{ Tk : k = 1, . . . . s]; by Lemma 4 we can assert that u(x, T’) > 0 
in B = UszO B,, and the proof is finished if we find a T” > 0 (depending 
only on the data) such that u(x, T’ + T”) > 0 in Q - B. 
Since Z‘, is a compact subset of B and u( ., T’) is a positive continuous 
function in Bx>,, we have m=min{u(x, T’):xEC,} >O. Fix a r’E(r, c) 
and let p > 0 be such that 
ifyEaZr, then B(y;p)cZ,. 
We choose a and T such that 
supp u(x - y, 0; a, 7) = B( y; azq = B( y; p) 
and 
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Since u(x, T’) > m in B(y; p) we obtain 
4x, T’) b u(x - y, 0; a, T) in Q. 
By the Comparison Principle 
u(x,t+T’)au(x-y,t;a,~) in Q, 
for all t such that 
Supp u(x - y, t; a, t) = B(y; a(t + z)~) c .Q. 
Let T” = (r’/a)“” - r, then 
u(x, T’ + T”) > u(x - y, T”; a, T) in Q, 
and therefore 
u(x, T’ + T”) > 0 in B(y;a(T”+T)“)=B(y;r’), 
(where T” does not depend on y). 
Since Q-BclJyEdZr, B(y; r’) c CC?, we have u(x, T’ + T”) > 0 in Q - B. 
This fact, together with u(x, T’) >O in B and Lemma 4, allows us to 
conclude that T* = T’ + T” verifies (13). 1 
The positivity of the solution of problem (I) for large times is not 
enough to obtain (12). For that purpose, and since (8/8v)(vm) > 0 on iX2, 
it will be also necessary to prove that (a/&)(~~)( ., T)>O on iX2, or 
equivalently, that there exists a positive constant c such that u~(x, T) > 
cd(x), vx E Q. 
THEOREM 3. Let u be the solution of problem (I), then there exist two 
positive constants, T and c, such that 
u”(x, T) 2 c d(x), VXEQ. (20) 
Remark 2. We can prove (a/i%)(zY)(x, T) > 0 on &Q by comparing the 
solution of problem (I) with a class of similarity solutions of U, = Apum 
satisfying this property. Since the Barenblatt solutions satisfy (8/8v)(u”‘) 
(x, t; a, T) = 0 on the boundary of their support, they are not useful for this 
purpose. We need a new class of similarity solutions with a nonvanishing 
normal derivative. That is, we want a function 
with 
U(X, t) = (t + T)-’ g(V), 
(21) 
409/155/2-5 
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such that g is a solution of the Cauchy problem 
(l(f)’ (rl)l” 2 (f’)’ (rl))’ 
+ (N- 1)/r I(R”‘)’ (VII” 2 (‘P) (rl) 
+Bw’(rl)+~g(r?)=o if q > 0, g(0) = c, g’(0) = 0; (III) 
and g verifies the property 
(g”)‘(a)<O, with a=sup{~>O: g>O in [O,v)}. (22) 
The existence of such a function g has been proved in [ll, Lemma 4.41. 
We remark that in order to compare with (21), i.e., to prove Theorem 3, 
it is enough for g to be a subsolution of problem (III). In this sense, we are 
going to first prove a technical lemma in which we make explicit a subsolu- 
tion of problem (I). 
LEMMA 5. Given two positive constants z and A, there exist L and M 







pE(l,2) 2~m<1,~~(1,2m/(2m-1)) ifm>l; 
veriJies 
Moreover, 
ll/t-A,$m60 in th e interior of its support. (25) 
(f,“)’ (A”4) = k < 0, (26) 
where A1’Y=sup{q>O:fA>O in [O,q)}. 
ProoJ: To prove (25) is equivalent to showing 
(l(f,“)‘(V)I”-‘(f,“)‘(rl))’ 
+ (N-- 1 l/v I(f,“)’ (VII p--2 (fAm)’ (rl) 
+ PVfXV) + EfA(yl) 2 0 in [0, Ally). 
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Using the definition of fA and the change of variable A - qy = x we note 
that we have to show 
R,(x) + R*(X) > 0 in (0, Al, (27) 
where 
R,(x) = h@(x~ + x)l’+ ’ {LW + x) - (q/m) h(x)@ -x)L 
R2(x)=(Mmq)(P~l’h(x)‘P~2) {pp(p- l)XP’-2(/I-X)-A%(X)), 
and 
h(x) = pxfl- l+ 1. 
Let C, be a constant verifying R2(x) > 0 in (0, c,), and L be so large that 
R,(x) >O in [cl/Z, A]. Now we choose M so small that R,(x)2 -R2(x) 
in (cl, A] and we take L large enough in order to have R2(x) > -R,(x) 
in (0, c,]. From this, (27) holds and the rest of the proof is trivial. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 2 there is a T* E [0, co) such that 
u( ., T*) > 0 in Sz. Without loss of generality we can assume that T* = 0, 
otherwise we use the function U( ., r) = u( ., t + T*). Fix r E (0, a), y E XC, 
and set 
t = min(u,(x): x E Z,,}, 
since u,>O in 52 then m >O. Let the constants A and t be such that 
Supp Ii/(x - y, 0; A, t) = B( y; A ‘h8) = B( y; r/2) 
and 
mEa; $(x-y, 0; A, ~)=tj(O, O;A, ~)=r~~M(A~+A)l’m=f. 
Note that the time 
T= (r/A’/q)l/fi- t 
verities Supp $(x - y, T; A, r) n 80 # 0 and 
Supp Ii/(x - y, t; A, r) n af2 = 0, Vt< T. 
We claim that 
P(X, t) 2 $“(x - y, t; A, 7) in &=fix [0, T]. (28) 
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To prove this, define 
A = Supp $(.Y - >‘, I: A, r) n 0, 
and 
A,, = { (x, t) E A: t//“‘(X - J’, t; A, t) > l/r7 ],, V’nEN 
Statement (28) holds on the closure of or- A since on that set 
urn 3 0 = $“. On the other hand, from the proof of [ 13, Theorem 23 we 
know that u is the limit of a decreasing sequence {u,,) of C’.‘(&) 
functions with ~7 > I/n and ~4: a solution of the problem 
$u+ l/n)““-A;‘“u=O in Q, 
u(x, t) = l/n on S, 
44 0) = U”,,,&) + l/n in Q 
(where AL’“u=div(IVu+ l/n(Pp2 VU) and u,,,,,(x) 30 in a.e. Q with 
u& -+ uy strong in L’(Q) if n + co). 
Since u~(x, 0) > zY(x, 0) 3 t”‘> $“‘(x - y, 0; A, r) and both UT and $“I 
are C*%‘(A,) positive functions it follows from the standard Maximum 
Principle for parabolic equations (see, for instance, [lo]) that U: 3 $” in 
A,. Moreover, in view of u; >, l/n 3 $” in A -A,, we obtain u; 3 I/” in A, 
assertion (28) is obtained by letting n + m. 
Now, define the function 
8: [0, r] + RN as 0(s) = y - sv, with v = v(b( y)). 
By the Mean Value Theorem there exists s, E (s, r) such that 
V(Q) - Y, T; A, ~1 
= -V(t,P)(~(s,)-y, T;A,z).v.(s-r) 
= (T+7)-(=m+fi) (-“t-Am)’ (.7,(7 + t)-9 40(s)). 
From the continuity of (f,“)’ and the fact (f,“)’ (A(pp’)‘p) = k ~0, there 
exists a rO~ (0, r) such that 
(f’J)‘(s(z+ T)-“)<k/2<0, vs E [r,, r]. 
Therefore, 
$“(O(s)- y, T; A, 7)> lk1/2(T+7)~‘““+“‘d(8(s)) 
2 Cl 4&s)), vse (rcb r), (29) 
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where ci > 0 is a constant independent of y E aZ,. Since (29) holds for all 
y E aZ, and M, is a homeomorphism for TE [0, (T) (see Lemma 2), we 
deduce 
and from (28) it follows that 
from which the desired result is immediate. 1 
Finally, we are in position to prove (12). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let u be the solution of problem (I), then 
there exist a T> 0 and a z2 > 0 such that (z2)-? u(x) d u(x, T) 
in Q, (12) 
where v” is the solution of problem (II). 
Proof Because urn is a solution of problem (II) we know that 
urn E C’(0) and (a/&)(P) > 0 on aQ. Therefore, there exists o1 E (0, CJ) and 
M > 0 such that 
0 < V(O(x), in Dz,,. 
Fix y E a.Z,, and define 
8: [0, a,] + RN by 0(s) = y - sv, 
then 
Arguing as in the last theorem we obtain 
u”‘(x) < M d(x), VXEQ, 
from this inequality and (20) we find 
u’%)/u’% T) < WC, VXEQ, 
which concludes the proof. 1 
The condition (12) allows us to obtain a lower bound for the solution 
of problem (I). 
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PROPOSITION 7. Let u he the .solution of’ problem (I), then there esist a 
T>O and a z,>O such that 
L/(x, t)>(t+rz) I’r(.\.) in i=i’ x [T. z ). (30) 
The proof of this proposition follows immediately from the Maximum 
Principle and condition ( 12). 
As a consequence of Theorem 1 and Proposition 7 we obtain the 
estimate (3): 
THEOREM 4. Let u he the solution of problem (I). Then there exists a 
. . posltlve constant c, , which only depends on the data, such that 
I( 1 + t)’ U(X, t) - U(X)1 d cu(x)( 1 + t)- ’ in 0x [0, cxj). (31) 
Prooj From (9) we obtain 
u(x, t) d 0(x)/(51 + t)‘, 
or equivalently 
(1 + t)’ U(X, t) - u(x) d { (( 1 + t)/(z1 + t))‘- 1 > u(x) 
in 0 x [0, co). 
Similarly, from (30) we obtain 
(1 + t)’ u(x, t) -v(x) > { (( 1 + t)/(z* + t))‘- 1 } v(x) 
in Qx [T, co). 
(32) 
Therefore 
I( 1 + t)? U(X, t) - u(x)1 
G max{ 14(r2; t)L I~JY~~; t)l > v(x) in dx [T, co), 
where #(z; t) = 1 - (( 1 + t)/(r + t))‘. 
By the Mean Value Theorem 
l4d~)l Gc(z)(l+ t)-’ 
where c(r)=7 It-11 max{l,r~“+Y’}. 
If cr = max{c(t,), c(r,)} we have 
I(l+t)‘u(x,t)-u(x)~dc,(l+t)~‘v(x) in ax [T, a~). (33) 
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On the other hand, from (32) we obtain 
I(1 +t)Y 24(x, t)-o(x)1 < (1 +((l +t)/(t1 +t))‘) u(x) 
in 0x [O, a). 
Finally, using this inequality and (33) we conclude (31). 1 
Remark 3. The estimate (31) is sharp, as can be proved by considering 
the particular solution 
u(x, t) = (z + t)p’ u(x). 
3. THE LIMIT CASE m(p - 1) = 1 
In this section we consider the limit case m(~ - 1) = 1. 
As in the slow diffusion case, we are going to compare the solution u 
with “product type functions” 
%(X, t) = g(t) 4x1. 
If we want U, to satisfy the equation (u,), = LI~(u,)“(~~ ‘I in Q, functions g 
and u have to be such that 
hence 
g’(t) u(x) = g(t) Apul’(P- l’(x) in Q, 
g’(t)/g(t) = A,u “CP- “(X)/U(X) = p # 0. 
Since we want u,(x, t) + 0 if t + co, we choose p = -1, with 1> 0. Then 
the equations 
g’(t) = -Mt), (34) 
and 
A,u’~‘P-~)+JJ=O in Sz, ul/(P-l),o on ai2, (35) 
have to be verified. If we introduce the change of variable o = u”(~~ l), the 
function o has to be a solution of the problem 
A,o+RoP-l=O in Q, o=o on a52. (36) 
It is well known that such a problem has a nonnegative solution if A= L1 
is the first eigenvalue. 
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On the other hand, the solution of (34) is 
<cJ(t)E(~ ‘l(‘fT’, V’t E R. 
As a single consequence of these considerations we can state the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA 8. Let 
24,(x, t) = e il(r+r)2),(x), VT E R, (37) 
where v1 is a first eigenfunction (satisjj2ng, ,for instance, ((z)~ j/ Lz = 1). Then 
u,(x, t) is the solution of problem (I) associated with the initial condition 
u,(x, 0) = emu ‘lru,(x) in Q. 
We are now in position to give a first upper bound for the solution in 
the same spirit as in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let u be the solution of problem (I) with m(p - 1) = 1, then 
there exists a constant z, , (which only depends on the data of the problem) 
such that 
u(x, t) <epilc’+“bl(x) in Q. 
The proof of this theorem follows the same ideas as the proof of 
Theorem 1. If m(p - 1) = 1 it is already known that for all t > 0 u(x, t) > 0 
in Q, see, for instance, [6]. However, to obtain a lower bound for u we 
have to prove first a sharper property than the positivity. This property is 
the following: 
there are two constants T>O and QE R such that 
e -i1T2u,(x) d u(x, T) in C?. (38) 
The next theorem will allow us to obtain (38). 
THEOREM 6. Let u be the solution of problem (I) with m(p - 1) = 1, then 
there are two positive constants c and T such that 
um(x, T) 2 c d(x), VXE52. 
Before proving this theorem we need to find a subsolution of problem (I) 
with suitable properties. 
LEMMA 9. Given two positive constants 5 and A there exists a positive 
constant a such that the function given by 
~(~,t;A,t)=(r+r)~~gA(~), (39) 
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where 
g,Jq)= {([A-V]“+l]+)Q+ [A-qm+‘]+}l’m, 
PE(L (m+l)lm) $ m<<, 
pE(l, 2ml(2m- 1)) if m21 
and 
yI= 1x1 (t+t)-‘“+“‘“; 
verifies $, - Apf” < 0 in the interior of its support. Moreover, 
g,(q)>0 in [0, A’l(m+l)), gA(A’I(m+l))=O 
and 
(8;)’ (A1’Cm+“)<o. (40) 
Prooj To verify II/, - A,I+V” < 0 is equivalent to showing 
R,(v)= (Ik’Jf)’ (r)l”-2 (83’ (rl))’ 
+ (N- 1)/r l(C)’ (?)I”-’ K) (?I 
+ ((m + 1 l/m) wXr1) 
+ %,4(V) 2 0 in [0, A llCrn + ’ ‘), 
with some o! > 0. After some manipulations we obtain that 
where s=vm+‘, 
R,(rl) = R,,,(s) + R2bh 
R,,.(s)=a(A-s)““[(A-s)P-‘+l]“” 
- N(m + l)‘jm h(s)““, 
R,(s)=s{p(p- l)(m+ l)‘jm (A-s)~~2h(s)(‘-“)/” 
-[(A-s)“+(A-s)]“-“““h(s)) 
andh(s)=p(A-s)p’-‘+l. 
We remark that R2(s) is continuous in [0, A), R,(O) =O and R2(,r) is 
positive for s near A (see the assumption made on 11). On the other hand, 
R,,,(s) is continuous in [O, A], R,,,(A) = 0 and the maximum of RI,, in a 
compact subset of [0, A) can be as big as we want if we take c( large 
enough. From these properties of R, and R,,, we deduce R,(q) >O in 
q < A”(“- ‘). The rest of the proof is now trivial. 1 
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From Theorem 6, and as in the case of slow diffusion, we obtain (38) 
and a lower bound for the solution. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let u denote the solution of’ problew (I ) it,irh 
m(p - 1) = 1. There are tM>o constunts T 2 0 and 72 E R such thut 
u(x, t) 3 em ri” + ‘?‘u,(s) in Dx [T, x). (41) 
Remark 4. If we combine Theorem 5 and Proposition 10 we obtain the 
estimate 
k,u,(x)<e”“u(x, t)<k,v,(x) in Bx [T, m), (42) 
where k, and k, are positive constants; in particular, u(x, t) -+ 0 if t -+ rx. 
Moreover, if U(x, t) = e”‘U(x, t), we note that U satisfies the problem 
ii(x, t) = 0 on S, 
6(x, 0) = uo(x) in Q; 
and from [9] we know that there exists k > 0 such that U(x, t) --f ku,(x) at 
least in L’(Q) if t -+ co. Hence e”‘u(x, t) + ku,(x) at least in L’(Q) if 
t+a3. 
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